PERMITS APPROVED:

#40315 - GRAYSON MILL OPERATING, LLC, HOVLAND 26-35 8H, NW NE 26-150N-99W, MCKENZIE CO., 352’ FNL AND 2173’ FEL, DEVELOPMENT, SOUTH TOBACCO GARDEN, 2134’ GROUND, API – 33-053-10154, PROPOSING DRILL-BACK OUTSIDE OF SPACING UNIT

#40316 - GRAYSON MILL OPERATING, LLC, HOVLAND 26-35 9H, NW NE 26-150N-99W, MCKENZIE CO., 352’ FNL AND 2143’ FEL, DEVELOPMENT, SOUTH TOBACCO GARDEN, 2131’ GROUND, API – 33-053-10155, PROPOSING DRILL-BACK OUTSIDE OF SPACING UNIT


#40320 - WHITING OIL AND GAS CORPORATION, SANISH BAY W FEDERAL 5293 12-3 2BX, LOT 3, 03-152N-93W, MOUNTRAIL CO., 804’ FNL AND 1514’ FWL, DEVELOPMENT, ‘CONFIDENTIAL’, SANISH, 1914’ GROUND, BOTTOM HOLE LOCATION: LOT 1, 01-152N-93W, API – 33-061-05269

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

SALT WATER DISPOSAL PERMIT APPROVED:

#40317 - CALIBER MIDSTREAM NORTH DAKOTA LLC, JAMISON SWD 1, SESW 6-151N-101W, MCKENZIE CO., 275’ FSL AND 1967’ FWL, SALT WATER DISPOSAL, SIOUX, ‘CONFIDENTIAL’, 2015’ GROUND, API #33-053-10156

RELEASED FROM ‘CONFIDENTIAL’ STATUS:

#39203 - MUREX PETROLEUM CORPORATION, PB SOURINA ANGELINA 1-12H MB, SW SE 36-155N-91W, MOUNTRAIL CO., SANISH

#39598 - CONTINENTAL RESOURCES, INC., BROOKS 6-9H1, SE SW 9-149N-98W, MCKENZIE CO., PEMBROKE

#39745 - NEPTUNE OPERATING LLC, SHAFFER 27-22 #2H, SE SE 27-155N-102W, WILLIAMS CO., SQUIRES

PRODUCING WELLS COMPLETED:

#36567 – WPX ENERGY WILLISTON, LLC, SKUNK CREEK 13-18-17-16HU, LOT 4 18-148N-92W, DUNN CO., 1145 BOPD, 3473 BWPD

#36508 – GRAYSON MILL OPERATING, LLC, SCHNEIDEMAN 150-99-29-32-4H, SWSE 20-150N-99W, MCKENZIE CO., 1623 BOPD, 892 BWPD

#37473 – SOGC, INC., SAETZ FEDERAL 2-36H, NWSE 36-147N-98W, MCKENZIE CO., 915 BOPD, 3640 BWPD

CONTINUED
SAINT WATER DISPOSAL PERMIT RENEWAL:
#90392 – GRAYSON MILL OPERATING, LLC, BANKS SWD #3, SESE 33-153N-98W, MCKENZIE CO.
#39288 – HUNT OIL COMPANY, OAKLAND154-89-18 SWD 1, LOT 1 18-154N-89W, MOUNTRAIL CO., ‘CONFIDENTIAL’

Active Daily Rig Count: 36

The Current Active Drilling Rig list can be located by visiting the DMR homepage, clicking Oil and Gas, and selecting Active Drilling Rigs. For questions, please contact Oil and Gas Division at 701-328-8020 or email oilandgasinfo@nd.gov